
This week:  

In this week’s issue we discuss Bitcoin’s chop under $60000. We also analyse 
Ethereum, which has continued to show strength. 

On the altcoin front, we revisit an old friend (Yearn.finance) and reassess some of 
last week’s charts (Litecoin and Binance Coin) following Monday’s volatility.

This week also includes a write-up by DonAlt which outlines his framework for 
trading current levels of altcoin froth.

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin Bid Waiting Room  

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/v/V4iTZRTQ.png
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Bitcoin has continued to chop. The most recent attempt at an impulsive higher high 
through $59000 was swiftly rejected.

Current market structure matters more than the technicals, in our view.

On the high cap side of the market, Ethereum has usurped the infinite bid. There’s no 
trickle down effect to other high caps, other layer 1s, DeFi, and so on (with rare 
exceptions). For the most part, it has been Ethereum only.

On the low cap side of the market, retail is jumping into vaporous but fun projects on 
the ever-exciting Binance Smart Chain (mostly due to the relative unaffordability of 
Ethereum, especially for retail punters).

$60000 is strong resistance (technically and psychologically) and breakout attempts 
have been unsuccessful.

Bitcoin’s market cap is high. It takes a lot of money to push it around. The bid isn’t 
there for the time being, and the range remains intact.

This is Bitcoin, so things can change quickly. A significant corporate treasury 
allocation could force a rotation, and that’s a move that would be risky to fade.

In any instance, the clearer trades to us are through resistance ($60000+) or at 
support (starting at mid-low $40000s).



https://blockfolio.com/


2. Ethereum Strength Continues  

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/r/rvzjEp89.png

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/x/XAvAEYaL.png
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Ethereum is still leading the market in strength. 

The USD pair is in number go up mode. We’ve added a new support level at $3300. It 
is the first and nearest area for bullish continuation should the market offer a 
pullback. 

When the USD pair is in price discovery, one can look towards the BTC pair for levels 
of resistance. 

In Ethereum’s case, price reclaimed the range low at ₿0.055 and the range high is at 
₿0.084. There’s technically a range midpoint/potential friction point at ₿0.07. Our 
expectation is up towards ₿0.084 until proven otherwise, especially if the market 
doesn’t pause at the aforementioned midpoint (₿0.07).

To summarise, Ethereum has been strong and there are no obvious signs of 
weakness. For the USD pair, losing support at $3300 would be a decent take profit 
signal. For the BTC pair, whose price action can be extrapolated to the USD pair, the 
big levels are ₿0.055 (support) and ₿0.084 (resistance) with ₿0.07 as a potential 
sticking point.



3. YFI Redemption Arc  

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/6/6ePGtOFj.png

Yearn.finance/Bitcoin finally moved! It went up.

We wrote about the daily range in TechnicalRoundup April #1. Support is at ₿0.667 
and resistance is at ₿1.1-₿1.2.

Price has now reached resistance. At the time of writing, Yearn.finance is one of the 
best-performing altcoins. The USD pair is also breaking out of a long-term range.

Technically, the trade idea is done. Price went from support to resistance.

If you’re bullish DeFi, and given the clear USD breakout, the continuation trade 
would be to hold into this breakout and/or to position for strength on a close above 
the upper boundary of resistance (₿1.2).

Waiting for the breakout is the safer trade, but there’s no guarantee that the market 
will slow down and offer an easy entry.

Either way, this is an update. Resistance reached. What’s next is contingent on your 
personal risk appetite. Conservative? Rotate and/or wait for the break to suggest 
continuation. Aggressive? Hold in expectation of a higher time frame breakout.

(This one's for you, Ledger!)
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4. Litecoin Breaks Resistance  

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/h/hUjbM2lG.png

DonAlt’s shill has played out marvellously. Litecoin broke key resistance levels 
across its main pairs (BTC and USD). We expect continuation until proven otherwise.

On the USD pair, price formed its all-time highest weekly close. There’s no 
significant technical resistance, with the all-time high resting at $420. We have the 
nearest daily support at $345-$356. Below that, bigger haircuts await with support 
at $309.

On the BTC pair, resistance at ₿0.0056 has been broken. The next level is at ₿0.0074. 
Overall, the high time frame picture looks good as this is the first impulsive weekly 
market structure break (higher high) in a long time. Bullish case becomes shaky if 
₿0.0056 fails as support.

To summarise, bullish until proven otherwise. Losing USD pair support ($345-$356) 
and/or BTC support (₿0.0056) would prove otherwise.
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5. BNB Hugging Breakout Level  

https://s3.tradingview.com/snapshots/m/mVC7okdb.png

Last week we wrote about the breakout in Binance Coin/USD.

The market hasn’t really moved. That’s sort of fine.

Generally speaking, the less time that is spent at major breakout levels, the better. 
Yesterday’s nuke in the altcoin market was pretty well-absorbed and $600 held on a 
closing basis.

If higher cap altcoins gain some traction this week, Binance Coin/USD is well-
positioned for it. There’s a clear level ($600) with a straightforward invalidation 
(closes below it).

We also wrote about THORChain/Dollar last week. The setup logic was similar i.e. 
holding above breakout level ($16.60) is bullish. Price closed slightly below the level, 
so it’s essentially a less clear BNB (hence why we’ve omitted it this week).
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6. Identifying and Trading Bubbles  
Retail has forcefully moved into the crypto market. The easiest way to confirm that is 
to monitor exchange sign ups.  Robinhood’s crypto trading user base grew by 9.5m 
customers 1  in the first quarter of this year while Coinbase added 13m 2 customers 
from January to March alone.

An even better sign that retail has finally joined us is the money flow into meme 
coins. DOGE is up 10300% YTD, coins like SHIBA and SAFEMOON put in several 100% 
rallies a day, and the TikTok crowd is printing millions.

The new “investor” feels afraid to get into Bitcoin because it is already up a lot and 
instead moves into altcoins (the shittier the more appealing) all the while not 
realising that altcoins are – in large – behaving like a leveraged Bitcoin play. 

In doing so they are basically saying “Bitcoin is too expensive for me so I’ll add some 
risk and bet on these altcoins that will only perform well in the long term if Bitcoin 
doesn’t go down.”

Fundamentals? Do not matter. Market cap? Does not matter either. The only things 
that matter in a market like this are memes and where the hype goes next. It is more 
akin to predicting a successful meme than it is doing TA or FA.

The fact that retail is attracted by Bitcoin’s success creates a disconnect between 
altcoins and Bitcoin. Normally Bitcoin and altcoins move in unison, but during “alt 
season” they do not have to. Retail is often late to the party and starts buying smaller 
caps while buying on the big coins is already slowing down. The smaller coins have 
room to go as long as retail has money left to spend. At some point the market 
catches up to them and runs them over but not before offering the opportunity to 
make staggering amounts of money.

Most new market participants lose, some make it out big.

Considering all of that, and the current market conditions, it is worth knowing how 
to move in a bubble. 

You have got a few options to choose from:

Frontrunning the meme

DOGE is pumping? Look for DOGE clones to buy before the horde does. ETH is 
pumping? “ETH killers” are likely to do well as well. A privacy coin is pumping? 
Other privacy coins are likely to do well too, you get the gist.
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Trade as you usually would

This is the most “professional” way to go about it, but it will make you lose your 
mind given apes will outperform you massively.

Ignore it altogether, accepting that the meat of the altcoin move has passed.

This is probably the worst way to go about it because you will be prone to FOMO. 

The typical mindset goes as following:“DOGE is a scam” at 100 sats, “why does it 
keep going up” at 500, and “fuck it all-in” at 1000.And then it crashes. 

Make sure you know whether you want to partake or not early, otherwise you’ll be 
your own worst enemy.

No matter which way you go about it you have got to realize that most of the coins 
that are pumping will be below current prices in the future. That means an exit 
strategy is paramount.

The three most common ones are as follows:

You sell at an arbitrary target you have set yourself.

Sounds stupid, but some of my best sells have been made in the mindset of “I’m up 
x10, I didn’t expect this to go this far, I’ll take profit.”The big disadvantage of this 
strategy is that coins can run much further than you think they can. Watching a coin 
x10 after your sell is beyond painful. That is something you must endure if you 
employ this strategy.

You sell the complacency bounce after the crash.

The top of this crypto/altcoin bubble is very likely going to be quite explosive again. 
The big disadvantage of this strategy is that you will lose a LARGE chunk of your 
paper profits. The big advantage is that you will not sell too early, and that you will 
not have to watch the coin go x10 after you have sold.

You raise your invalidation until market structure breaks.

This is very similar to 2) but you will be selling into the crash. The advantage being 
that you will not have to sit through the entire crash doing nothing. The big 
disadvantage being that you will have to sell under market given you’ll be selling 
into panic.

The start and endpoint of a typical crypto bubble can be surprisingly close. DOGE put 
in its entire move in 100 days. In that time prices increased by unfathomable 
amounts.

The most important part about trading, especially when trading altcoins, is timing. 
The altcoin markets will be painful most of the time only to reward you with one 
quarter of positive price action.



When your family is approaching you asking you what altcoins to buy it is definitely 
NOT the best time to invest in altcoins anymore. It might still be a good time to trade 
them though, given how profitable altcoins are near their end of cycle.

In my opinion, timing-wise, we are very close to the peak of this current altcoin 
bubble. That does NOT mean we’re even close to the peak valuations possible. The 
last stage of a bubble is usually the most profitable one (as long as you nail the sell at 
the top), and I expect this one to be the same way.



7. Caught Our Eye - Degen Drops  
DonAlt and I sell crypto meme-related t-shirts and hoodies via Degen Drops.

All profits go to charity via the FTX Foundation, who have kindly agreed to match 
whatever we donate.

It’s a good cause with good memes.

We’d love to raise some more money before our first donation.

New designs have been added, most notably the infamous NGMI/Bell Curve meme.

Check out the store here.
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1. https://techcrunch.com/2021/04/08/crypto-trading-on-robinhood-spiked-to-9-5m-c
ustomers-in-first-quarter/ ↩

2. https://backlinko.com/coinbase-users ↩

https://techcrunch.com/2021/04/08/crypto-trading-on-robinhood-spiked-to-9-5m-customers-in-first-quarter/
https://backlinko.com/coinbase-users
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